HIS Special Section on "Power-Aware Design for Embedded Systems" presents the state-of-the-art in the area of power-aware design for embedded systems. Power consumption is a primary constraint in the design of embedded systems. Such systems, if powered by batteries or other limited energy sources, require low-power design to ensure adequate battery lifetime and/or to reduce energy cost. Furthermore, lowering power consumption can greatly improve the reliability of such systems through the reduction of temperature related malfunctions. Power-aware design is particularly challenging for embedded systems since such systems must satisfy stringent requirements imposed by the physical systems where the embedded systems are deployed. Such requirements may also include hard/firm/soft real-time properties as well as other quality-of-service metrics. Therefore, in the various design phases from hardware to software, embedded system designers must take power, energy, reliability, and performance into considerations.
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The papers included in this Special Section present important recent developments to tackle the above challenges. They cover power-aware design for MPSoC systems, energy management for energy-harvesting wireless sensor networks, and formal methods for power management in multiple server systems.
For this Special Section, at least three reviewers who are experts in the area of power/energy management for embedded systems provided numerous comments to the authors. We believe that this Special Section will be valuable for readers interested in the newest development in power-aware computing for embedded systems. 
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